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UP-AND-COMERS—Continued  
Matthew Peek, Assistant Editor 
Fifth, always have a backup plan. The summer I graduated 
from Wright State, I applied to both a Ph.D. program 
and another graduate program for a more detailed study 
of digital archival preservation. I was accepted for the 
master’s program, which is mostly on-line, leaving me 
the flexibility to get a job anywhere in the U.S. I am also 
delaying my student loan repayment, which allows me 
to stay afloat on part-time jobs and dedicate more time 
to additional archival experiences. If you do not jump at 
the opportunities which are afforded you, someone else 
will take them—and potentially your future job, as well!
You may be in a library science program and say, “I love 
books.” You may be in a history program concentrating 
on archives and say, “I love history.” While these are great 
sentiments, you have to remember that this job market 
requires us to be not only passionate but competitive. 
Ultimately, you need to balance the enthusiasm you have 
for the field against the costs associated with finding a job. 
If you truly love this profession and can make others see 
that you have a knack for the work, you will find a job to 
match your interests. Best of luck!
Lora J. Davis Receives Theodore 
Calvin Pease Award
By Amy Cooper Cary,  
Director, Archival Studies Program, University of  
Wisconsin–Milwaukee School of Information Studies
Lora J. Davis, a student at the University of Wiscon-
sin–Milwaukee (UWM) School of Information Studies, 
received the Society of American Archivists’ (SAA) 
Theodore Calvin Pease Award during a ceremony at SAA’s 
75th Annual Meeting in Chicago. The award recognizes 
superior writing achievements by students of archival 
studies. Amy Cooper Cary, director of the Archival Studies 
Program at UWM, nominated Davis’ paper, “Providing 
Virtual Services to All: A Mixed-Method Analysis of the 
Web Site Accessibility of Philadelphia Area Consortium of 
Special Collections Libraries (PACSCL) Member Reposi-
tories.” The paper explores whether PACSCL repositories’ 
Web sites meet the needs of archives users with disabilities. 
Accessibility for disabled users is relevant to all repositories 
making their holdings available on-line, and this paper 
provides a model for repositories to follow.
Recent Archives Conference at 
Indiana University 
By Danielle Emerling,  
President, SAA Student Chapter, Indiana University–
Bloomington School of Library and Information Science
For three years, Indiana University’s SAA Student Chapter 
(SC) has hosted a conference for graduate students and 
beginning professionals in library science, archives, and 
rare books. Through this event, the SAA-SC seeks to 
give new professionals and professionals-in-training the 
opportunity to showcase their research, gain valuable 
presentation experience, and connect with their peers.
The 2011 conference, “Preserving Our Cultural Heritage,” 
drew 55 attendees from 12 different institutions around 
the country. Fifteen presenters shared their insights on a 
range of archival issues and presentation topics, includ-
ing digital preservation in the Jim Henson Company’s 
Archives, case studies of both audio and film preservation, 
and an assessment of open source electronic recordkeep-
ing. In addition, attendees had the opportunity to tour 
six Indiana University (IU) repositories and participate 
in workshops on handling archival materials and paper 
conservation.
The IU SAA-SC is planning its fourth conference to be 
held in March 2012 and looks forward to providing more 
tours, workshops, and opportunities for up-and-coming 
professionals to develop their skills. Students and new 
professionals who are interested in presenting their work 
or attending the conference should visit the organization’s 
Web site at http://www.indiana.edu/~saarchiv/index.html 
or contact saa.iub@gmail.com for more information.
